EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES MONITORING FORM
Milton Abbey has an equal opportunities policy and is keen to ensure that it is working efficiently. The information
you provide will be treated in the strictest confidence and will be used only for statistical monitoring and is not
used as part of the interview selection process.
(Please tick the appropriate box)
1)

Female

Male

2)

Date of birth:

3)

I am a person with disabilities:

Yes

No

If yes, does your disability have a substantial and long-term adverse effect on
your ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities?

Yes

No

“Long-term” effects are effects which have lasted at least 12 months or are expected to last 12 months
or more. The disability could be physical, sensory or mental but must be substantial. For example,
wearing spectacles would only apply while vision was substantially affected even when wearing
glasses. It could relate to a progressive condition such as HIV infection, multiple sclerosis or cancer,
from the time at which the impairment first affects day-to-day activities, so long as it is ultimately
expected to result in substantial impairment.
3)

Ethnic Origin – Please indicate below:

Pakistani

Any other Asian background

Caribbean

Ghanaian

Nigerian

Somali

Other Black background

Any other Black background

Chinese

Vietnamese

British

Irish

Traveller Irish

White European

Turkish/Turkish Cypriot

White other

Gypsy/Romany

White/Asian

White/Black African background

White/Black Caribbean

Any other mixed
Refused

If other, please specify:

For the purposes of compliance with the Data Protection Act 1998, I hereby confirm that by completing this form I
give my consent to Milton Abbey School processing the data supplied above in connection with monitoring and
compliance with its equal opportunities obligations and policy. I also agree to the storage of this information on
manual and computerised files

Signed:

Date:

If this form is being returned electronically, a digital signature or printing of your name will suffice.
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